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InMotion project meeting in Kuala Lumpur 

 
The  project meeting of InMotion steering group  was hold in the university  
Kuala Lumpur. The members of the project steering group get together to 
report about the results of the work during the first 2,5  project years and plan 
the activities for the final period. Welcoming Session was opened by Prof. 
Dato’ Dr. Azanam Shah Hashim, Deputy President International, Industrial & 
Institutional Partnership, Universiti Kuala Lumpur. After the welcome speech 
started the discussion on the current issues.  

     Continued on page 2 
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Calendar of events 
 

Past events 

  

24 -27.03.2019 Project meeting in 

Kuala Lumpur 

  

Upcoming events 

  

16-18.9.2019 Final Project 

Meeting in 
St.Petersburg  

  

  
 

N10 InMotion 

New teaching and learning materials  
The partners are working on fundamental textbooks in CMSE for Bachelors and Masters and special textbooks for different 
simulation tools, such as RMD, Modelica, Simulink, ISMA and Wolfram System Modeller.  In this issue, we present 
“Mathematical modeling of complex dynamical systems” Yu.B. Kolesov, Yu.B.Senichenkov.  

Mathematical modeling is commonly used in up-to-date industry and it calls for well-placed  acknowledged experts which are 
able to design complex models using tools for modeling and simulation, analyses their properties caring out computational 
experiments, employ them for solving real-world problems. 

Computer models of complex dynamical systems are abundant and called-for types of models. Models based on ordinary 
differential and difference equations are used not only for modeling and simulation real-world physical phenomenon, but for 
design new technical systems too. Not long ago mathematical modeling and simulation was prerogative of mathematicians, 
but now, when tools for visual modeling are easy for using and they have intuitive and friendly user interface, modern 
engineers are able and have to design and use computer models by themselves. Engineering education has changed a lot of 
late fifty years and now it is inconceivable without such basic and former traditional mathematical disciplines as informatics, 
theory of algorithms, numerical analysis. The adaptation of these disciplines for engineers is demanding task and 
«mathematical modeling» gives a good example of incipient problems. There are fine textbooks for mathematician students 
and there is not enough good books for engineers. Similar situation was in the middle of last century seventieth. There were 
books on numerical methods for linear algebra, ordinary and partial differential equations for mathematicians, and there were 
no books for engineers.           Continued on page 3 
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InMotion project meeting in Kuala 
Lumpur (continued from page 1) 

   

 
Partners presented the new developed textbooks and 
their evaluation by the external experts.  

 
The next presentation was the demonstration of the 
virtual labs. Evgeni Popov and Vladimir Ryzhov 
presented the Virtual Labs developed in the project 
framework. The partners discussed how to refine the 
teaching and learning materials according the 
evaluation results and feedback from the students and 
teachers.  

All partner universities conducted polls of teachers and 
students on the results of the study in autumn /winter 
semester.  The analysis of the  questionaries’ was  
discussed during the meeting. SG accepted the plan for 

the improvement of the teaching and learning 
materials according to the summary report.  

Project partners demonstrated the developed MOOCs. 

Vladimir Ryzhov (SMTU) presented a report on Quality 
Assurance of the project activities. 

 
 

The partners discussed the development of road map 
for establishing of Double Degrees and further 
cooperation and agreed to prepare the collaboration 
agreements between MY and RU universities.  
The dissemination of the project results is continued. 
All PCU organizes the Day of Open Doors and 
workshops together with stakeholders to inform the 
wide audience about the new study programs and 
TLM.  

All this together with the website and regular 
newsletters provide wide audience and stake holders 
with the information about the project.  

After the official part of the meeting UTP organized the 
excursion to the Petronas towers. During the visit, the 
participants had a lecture on the challenges of 
modeling such buildings and constructions. 
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The culture program was continued by the excursion 
to Kuala Lumpur and for Federal Territory of Putrajaya.  

 

The day was finished with the discussions during the 
joint dinner.  

 

New teaching and learning materials 
(continued from page 1) 

The books for engineers written by mathematicans 
appeared only after appearance of application 
packages (Linlack, Eispack, OdePack). It would be 
adequate to list just books: George Elmer Forsythe, 
Michael A. Malcolm, Cleve B. Moler «Computer 
Methods for Mathematical Computations», John R. 
Rice «Matrix Computations and Mathematical 
Software» and others, translated in Russian later. 
These books based on theoretical results are teaching 
not to design of application packages but to use 
engineered software for solving practical problems. 
This is the main feature of these books and they are 
demanded till now.  

The main goal of this book is to tell engineers about 
special type of mathematical models named dynamical 
systems, discuss their properties and their using in 
engineering, illustrate possibility their designing and 
analyzing with the help of  tools for visual modeling 
and simulation. 

 It is possible to use tools for modelling and simulation 
intuitively,  but background knowledge of modeling 
theory will help to do it better. 

Other Textbook from Yu.B. Kolesov, 
Yu.B.Senichenkov.is:  

Modeling and simulation of component systems  

System decomposition on components and 
connections between them is classical approach to 
designing of large scale systems in engineering. This 
approach resulted in developing different types of 
visual languages for component modeling such as 
block diagrams in control theory, electrical and 
hydraulic circuits and their analogue for mechanical 
systems. Most of them were used well before 
computer age. Developers drew beforehand structural 
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diagram of estimated system using icons of workable 
devices and immediately turned it into experimental 
model. If it was difficult to predict  behavior of new 
device, the mathematical model of the whole system 
had been created and analyzed by hand. 

The methods of system decomposition, successive 
utility aggregation and classical graphical languages for 
designing component systems are the basis of modern 
tools for modeling and simulation of complex 
dynamical systems. Modern modeling languages used 
in these tools are high-level object-oriented graphical 
languages allowing creating hierarchical multi-
component models with event-driven behavior and 
variable structure. 

Utility and effectiveness of Object Oriented Modeling 
are undisputed  and confirmed by  practice now.  Well 
known Unified Modeling Language is used as standard 
for specification discrete models and now it is 
extended for continuous and mixed continues and 
discrete (event-driven or hybrid dynamical) system. 

Modern modeling languages for dynamical systems de 
facto standardize acceptable types of components and 
connectors, methods of analyzing and transformation 
user component systems of equations and connections 
between them into numerically solvable final system. 
Usually equation-based modeling languages support 
isolated components, «causal» and «physical» 
components with different types of connectors, 
agents. 

Modern modeling environments include extensive 
applied libraries, automation devices for caring out 
computer experiments and analysis of their result, 
visualization tools. 

The book may be interesting to students, engineers, 
developer of tools for modeling and simulation 
complex dynamical systems. 

It is useful to read this book and solve the problems 
from the book of problems by Yu. Senichenkov under 
the name «Modeling and simulation of component 
systems. Book of problems». 
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News from the Partners Universities 
 

.

 
Wolfram Day in SMTU 

July 11, 2019 in SPbGMTU, a meeting-seminar between the participants of the InMotion project team and 

representatives of Wolfram Research, Inc. was held. 

 
Wolfram Day in the framework of the project InMotion 

 

The meeting was devoted to two important issues: 

- the presentation of the russian-language TLM developed in the SMTU on the use of WSM in the 

educational process, 

- acquaintance of the faculty and students with the capabilities of the new version of WSM. 

 

At the meeting, in addition to the teachers at the SMTU, UNECON representatives (Professor G. Friedman) 

participated. 

 

Professor V. Ryzhov and Associate Professor N. Tryaskin presented the development of the company’s SPb 

MGTU to the developer of the package. Presentations were made by: 

- textbook «Computer modeling and system management textbook using Wolfram SystemModeler», 

- guidelines for students: “Virtual laboratories in Wolfram SystemModeler”, 

- methodical recommendations (for tutors): “Wolfram SystemModeler”, 

- electronic resources on the subject Computer Modeling and Simulation of Dynamic Systems using 

Wolfram SystemModeler (in the Sakai system). 
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Presentation of TLM developed SMTU (Associate Professor N. Tryaskin) 

 

Wolfram Research, Inc. specialists were positively assessed TLM, and expressed hope for the continuation 

of SMTU's work on the adaptation of materials on the WSM package on the Russian market of educational 

services. 

 

Dr. Ankit Naik (Wolfram Research, Inc) held a master class on new features of the WSM package. The 

master class aroused great interest both on the part of the SMTU faculty, and on the part of students of the 

study programm 01.03.04. "Applied Mathematics". 

   
 

Dr. Ankit Naik holds a master class on the package Wolfram SystemModeler 

 

At the end of the master class, a round table was held devoted to discussing the development of cooperation 

between SMTU and Wolfram Research, Inc. During the discussion, International Business Development & 

Marketing Exequtive Galina Mihalkina confirmed the interest in cooperation with the Department of 

Applied Mathematics and Mathematical Modeling, aimed at developing special training courses and virtual 

laboratories based on the Wolfram SystemModeler package. 
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The participants of the round table “Using the Wolfram SystemModeler package in the educational process 

of SPbSMTU” 
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